ACROSS
1. Specifications (abbrev.)
6. Wagers
10. Chilled
14. Muslim name for God
15. Anagram of "Pose"
16. Close by
17. Having high moral qualities
18. Indian dress
19. A hollow in a cliff
20. Fascinated
22. Purposes
23. Animal doctor
24. Exiting
26. A small soft bag
30. Small ponds
32. Threesome
33. As Soon As Possible
35. An offering of a tenth
39. Outward
41. A single thing
42. Wounds
43. In what place?
44. To a great depth
46. Important current events of the world
47. A vigorous blow
49. A member of an ascetic Jewish sect
51. Concerning this
52. Soon (archaic)
56. Energy in action or expression
63. Anagram of "Lies"
64. By bad luck
65. Exploded stars
66. French for "Streets"
67. Thaw
68. Rested on one's knees
69. Soap-frame bar
70. X X X X
71. Anagram of "Sense"

DOWN
1. French for "Without"
2. Plunk
3. A river in central Europe
4. Phone
5. Defer or postpone
6. Make dull with infatuation
7. Jacob's brother
8. Ripped
9. Arachnid
10. Penetrations into another's territory
11. Stop
12. Roof overhang
13. A one-piece garment for women
21. 2nd letter of the Greek alphabet
25. Obtains
26. Ragout
27. A curved shape that spans an opening
28. Quote
29. A throaty harshness
30. Anagram of "Heman"
31. Sword
34. Mats of grass
36. Tall woody plant
37. Shaped with an axe
38. Nature of being
40. Anagram of "Mode"
45. Skin of a fruit
48. Ablaze
50. Smells
51. These eventually turn grey
52. Result
53. Parts portrayed
54. Where birds live
57. Holly
58. Valley
59. Not a single one
60. Flat or level
61. A period of discounted prices
62. Collections
Solution
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